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Desktop (top) and hub (right) from the
Be by Bisley range
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®

The ever-changing nature of the workplace calls for flexible solutions. Be by Bisley is the
ultimate in future-proof systems offering a multitude of options to meet the needs of
today’s most dynamic organisations. It is adaptable to any situation using clever design
ideas that are easy on the eye and work hard for every business. You can alternate,
integrate or exchange individual products from the range at any point due to its inherent
adaptability. As your needs change, so does Be.
Over the next few pages we demonstrate the versatility of Be. From team working through
to smaller desk arrangements, break-out systems and storage, every aspect of the modern
workplace is catered for. The addition of integrated power further enlivens the series,
transforming furniture into interactive work tools that are functional and at the forefront
of design innovation. Aspects can be reconfigured and repurposed as working practices
evolve making it a sustainable solution as well as a stylish one.

Be prepared
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Bringing your workspace to life
Be by Bisley is essentially a palette of components that allows users to customise their
workspace and choose where and how they work best. There is scope to be creative with
the understanding that different tasks require job-specific work solutions. Everything is
inter-changeable and fit for purpose.

Recess with power point (top) for versatility. A choice of worktops and varied
lockable storage (below and left)

Making it your own
A choice of finishes, colours and materials helps to create a workspace that will inspire
and invigorate all members of the team with a range of desk, display, seating and storage
solutions provided to ensure maximum productivity.
Specific areas can also be personalised in line with the working practice and personality of
an individual, ensuring that Be fulfills both practical and personal requirements.

Be inspired

• comprehensive choice of colours and finishes
• units adapt to suit a range of work roles
• range of elements allow personalisation of space
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Team station
Teamwork is the key to many a successful business. The Team Station desk is the ideal
choice for co-working with storage provided via a central portal keeping clutter off the
desktop for a clean, efficient look that’s more minimalist than messy.

Team Station in action, shown (top) with storage portal as divider and (right) with
portals at either end of a team working arrangement

Working for everyone
Desks can be joined together with portals placed at either end or, alternatively, act as
subtle but functional dividers, screening one team from another while also providing
room to display and store items.
Sections in the portals can be left open or closed/lockable for a variety of uses and
accessories include desktop screens. All wires are integrated into the furniture to maintain
a sleek aesthetic.
•

clutter-free worktops thanks to integrated storage

•

flexible workstations for team working

•

integrated power for a clean, contemporary look

Be together
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Collaboration stations
The Be by Bisley Collaboration Stations offer the chance for smaller groups to touch base
or simply work away from the team. The high-level desktop makes for a more informal
desking solution more akin to hot-desking than co-working on the Team Station.

A Collaboration Station and wired portal where staff can sit or stand with
accessories at hand such as LED task lighting

Breaking away
Plugged into a portal frame supporting components such as whiteboards, interactive
screens, task lighting, storage, shelving and display, the Collaboration Station is ideal for
a quick catch-up among colleagues.
High seating continues the relaxed vibe of the Stations where staff can perch to chat
things over, supported by the accessories in the portal and integrated power.

Be anywhere

•

technology enabled for small presentations or meetings

•

relaxed seating for informal or brief touch-downs

•

functional space for a change of environment
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Quiet workspace
Aside from team-working, everyone needs space to think and work on their own.
A private hub from the Be range is a canny solution with its swooping canopy to block out
noise with an open design that keeps the user in sight of the rest of the office.

An upholstered hide-away for a change of scene (top and right). Accessories
include integrated desktop and lighting

Contemplate in comfort
Part seating solution part snug, the Be hub has clever acoustic qualities that shield the
sitter from the general office kerfuffle and it’s a stylish addition to the workplace.
Available in a choice of colours and seating configurations, it literally becomes part of the
office furniture with the integration of lighting and desktop for ease of working.
•

a haven of calm for quite contemplation

•

canopy for privacy but still open

•

desk and integrated power for working

Be cocooned
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A complete solution
Be by Bisley caters for every aspect of the workplace due to the adaptability of the
system with many parts serving more than one function. From storage through to
workstations, meeting points and reception desks the possibilities for growth and
adaptation are almost endless.
Reception desks can double up as light boxes to feature company branding or just
graphics to suit the look of the workspace. Storage units can incorporate white board
panels as well as open shelving for the display of items.
The possibilities for personalisation ensure that everyone in the workspace, regardless
of what they do, has a functional and dynamic area to call their own.

Be everything
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Work informally
Every modern workspace needs places to unwind and recharge or simply work away from
the desk in a more casual setting. The Be range of soft seating and informal tables has a
relaxed feel while still conducive to work.

Stylish but practical seating makes for a varied work landscape and a change of pace

Light on its feet
Aluminium glide legs appear on all the soft seating in the range, including the stools
and chairs that accompany the Collaboration Stations and there are various colour and
material options to choose from.
Coffee tables take the place of desks in a relaxed zone where there’s scope to get down
to work or simply sit comfortably for a quick discussion or meeting.

Be comfortable

•

soft seating for informal working

•

designed to sit alongside more formal work solutions

•

range of upholstery finishes and colour options available
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Technology enabled
To work anywhere in the office you have to have the right connections. Technology can
be integrated into all the products in the Be range from lighting through to power points
with wires firmly out of sight for a seamless finish.

Clean lines and less clutter as power cables and wires are hidden from view

Hidden from view
Data and power is fully integrated into the system – run through the backs of storage or
shelving units or through hollow elements in desks and portals. No more unsightly cables
and clunky power points.
Shelving can be lit without the complication of wiring, reception desks double up as light
boxes or inert panels can be swapped for interactive screens.
•

data and power cables run through the furniture

•

integrated technology facilitates mobile working

•

seamless finish for a smarter office design

Be powered
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Keeping a tidy office
The paperless office is not far off, but storage is still a necessity for any busy workplace.
Be by Bisley storage units are unique in the way they blend in with the rest of the furniture
making them a stylish but still highly functional choice.

Quality storage with a difference that makes a colourful addition to the office

Safe and sound
A range of personal storage options keeps all bases covered. Everything from computers
through to personal items can be hidden safely away. Colour options allow lockers to
blend in with an existing design scheme or stand out to make a statement.
Units are lockable for added security with a dead-lock option available for ultimate
peace of mind. General storage can sit alongside the secure units for a mix and
match effect.

Be secure

•

various storage options with choice of fronts

•

colourful designs for a fresher look

•

lockable storage together with general storage
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Reinventing. Reinvesting. Redefining.
Changing with the times
The days of desk-bound working are long gone.
Choice of workplace is now key to any successful
business. And that means providing informal
solutions alongside more formal options.
Integrated technology and an eye to innovation
makes the Be range a flexible choice whether staff
choose to work as a team on a bench system, sit
on their own for some quiet time, or hot-desk with
colleagues for an informal catch-up.
As an organisation evolves, Be will move, adapt, and
adjust to suit with minimum fuss and disruption,
saving money in the long-term.
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Reuse

Environment matters
Companies are quick to boast their eco-credentials but Bisley has a genuine
commitment to reducing waste and energy consumption at its facilities.
The factories are run as efficiently and sustainably as possible. Both are
heated by a gas radiant system while state-of-the-art machinery ensures that waste
is kept to a minimum.

Recycle
Bisley
products
are
manufactured from high-quality
steel with a 20-40% recycled
steel content. The units are
reusable due to their quality and
durability, but are also 100%
recyclable once they become
surplus to requirements.

Reconfigure
Bisley products are built on
a sustainable model and can
be adapted to suit changes in
use or fit in with a new office
environment. Interior fitments
are largely interchangeable which
extends a product’s usability and
increases its lifespan.

Reduce
Due to continuous development and improvement, Bisley can offer
the optimal storage solution, negating the waste incurred when
purchasing something inefficient or unsuitable. InnerSpace is the
top choice for high-density storage as it can cope with increased
storage needs as and when required.
TM

Bisley Steel is made up of 20-40% recycled steel and all Bisley products are
99% recyclable. Off-cuts and scrap metal are re-used where possible and any
by-products of the production process are safely disposed of. Bisley complies fully
with the ISO14001: 2004 standard, which recognises that a company is managing its
operational impacts on the environment, and is a member of The Furniture Industry
Sustainability Programme (FISP).
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